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Variation in spirometry utilization between trained general practitioners in practices equipped with a spirometer
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Abstract

Objective. To explore spirometry utilization among general practitioners and identify practitioner and practice-related factors associated with spirometry utilization. Design. Multivariate multilevel cross-sectional analysis of a questionnaire survey. Setting. Some 61 general practices involved in a spirometry evaluation programme in the Netherlands. All practices owned a spirometer and were trained to perform spirometry. Subjects. A total of 144 general practitioners and 179 practice assistants. Main outcome measures. Extent of spirometry utilization for five indications from national COPD/asthma guidelines, practitioner and practice-related factors associated with spirometry utilization. Results. The response rate was 97%. General practitioners used spirometry mostly to evaluate treatment with inhaled steroids (58%). Significant practitioner-related factors associated with spirometry utilization were: general practitioners’ job satisfaction, general practitioners’ general interest in research, and prior participation in spirometry training. Practice-related factors associated with spirometry utilization were: presence of a practice nurse, delegation of medical tasks to practice assistants, use of spirometry in different rooms, and use of protocols in practice. Conclusion. Practitioner- as well as practice-related factors were associated with the extent of spirometry utilization. In particular, it is essential to improve practice-related factors (e.g. presence of a practice nurse, more delegation of medical tasks to the practice assistant).
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In recent years the number of spirometers in primary care has increased. Currently general practitioners’ (GPs) ownership of a spirometer varies between 60% and 80% in the UK [1,2]. In general practice, equipment is no longer a limiting factor for spirometry utilization as rather inexpensive and reliable electronic spirometers have become widely available. According to guidelines for general practice [3] and respiratory care [4], spirometry constitutes an essential tool to determine the presence and severity of airflow obstruction, and to distinguish between reversible and irreversible obstruction. The Dutch College of General Practitioners’ guideline on COPD [5] states that availability of spirometry is an essential precondition for GPs to test and treat most patients with mild or moderately severe COPD.

Although spirometry is feasible in primary care, general practitioners (GPs) experience barriers that impede its utilization.

- Dutch GPs used spirometry mostly to evaluate a recently initiated treatment with inhaled steroids.
- Trained GPs with a special interest in research, with adequate resources and in a practice providing structured care, are more likely to use spirometry.
- In particular, practice-related factors (e.g. presence of a practice nurse, delegation of medical tasks) are primordial to improve spirometry.
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Carrying out spirometry in general practice seems justified in terms of test validity, provided that practice staff have been trained sufficiently [6]. This creates an essential precondition for implementation of spirometry in the general practice setting, but by no means guarantees actual integration of spirometry in the GP’s management of respiratory diseases [7–9]. It seems that there are still barriers with regard to successful implementation of spirometry in primary care. Local factors like inadequate reimbursement of spirometry in own practice [10], and its general complexity to fit it into daily practice are well-documented common barriers that could explain a variation in spirometry utilization between GPs [1,11].

The variation in spirometry utilization seems also to be linked to practitioner-related factors (e.g. GPs’ spirometry training level) and practice-related factors (e.g. being in a group practice) [12]. Little is known about which of these factors are easily modifiable and essential to improve. The objective of the present study was to explore spirometry utilization among trained and well-equipped GPs. In order to give concrete direction to future research on this topic, we also identified practitioner- and practice-related factors that were associated with the extent of spirometry utilization by GPs.

Approval was provided by the medical ethics review board of Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Centre.

Material and methods
Design and data collection

A questionnaire survey was mailed to 61 practices involved in a spirometry evaluation programme [6]. In that study a pair of spirometric tests (laboratory and general practice) was performed twice in about seven study subjects per practice. The current questionnaire survey took place 14 months after GPs and practice assistants had been offered an initial spirometry training programme, to ensure that practices had enough time to implement spirometry for all patients in daily practice (not only for study purposes). All of these practices owned a spirometer (MicroLoop®, Micro Medical Ltd, Rochester, Kent, UK), spirometry software (Spirare®, Diagnostica Ltd, Oslo, Norway) and had at least one practice assistant employed who was trained to perform spirometry. (In Dutch primary care, practice assistants are professionally trained for administrative and clinical patient-directed support tasks).

Discussion groups and interviews with experts in the fields were used to develop questionnaires to measure potential practitioner- and practice-related factors that may explain the extent of spirometry utilization by GPs. We developed separate questionnaires for GPs and practice assistants. First, we sent a questionnaire to a contact person (GP) in each practice to collect general information on the characteristics of the practice setting, practice organization and equipment, and information regarding the composition of the practice staff. Second, we sent to all GPs and practice assistants involved in these practices a questionnaire regarding the professional experience, general training level and continuous medical education, spirometry quality assurance, value of spirometry, and utilization of spirometry in daily practice (only for GPs). We used items in this questionnaire from a validated instrument [13]. Considerable effort was expended to achieve an optimal response. A €22 incentive was offered to practice staff for returning the questionnaires. We sent reminders to non-responders at approximately four-week intervals, for a total of two mailings. Practices that did not respond to the reminders were telephoned by the researchers.

Outcomes and analyses

Spirometry utilization was assessed on the basis of GPs’ self-reported utilization of spirometry for five indications for spirometry that are included in national GP guidelines for diagnosing and managing COPD and asthma (see Figure 1) [3,5,14]. For each indication GPs rated the extent to which they applied spirometry in their daily practice: 0 = seldom or never; 1 = sometimes; 2 = often or always use of spirometry. A total sum score (range 0–10) for these five indications was calculated.

The sum score was considered to reflect “GPs’ spirometry utilization” and was used as the dependent variable in subsequent analyses. Because of the hierarchical structure of the study (GPs clustered within practices) we performed a multilevel analysis. In this analysis we accounted for the variability associated with each level of clustering. Analyses were performed in SAS V8.2 for Windows (SAS institute Inc, Cary USA 1999–2001) and were based on a mixed-effects model (PROC MIXED). In this model both fixed and random effects can be analysed. We used a random intercept model with practice as random variable and all other variables fixed. This means that we expected that the intercept varied randomly between practices and the other regression parameters in the model.
had the same (fixed) value for each practice. The interpretation of the intercept and regression parameters is the same as in ordinary regression analyses, i.e. the value of each regression parameter (Beta) is corrected for the other variables in the model.

Univariate multilevel analyses were applied to assess the dependency of GPs’ spirometry utilization on the explanatory variables. Multivariate multilevel analyses were applied with 23 explanatory variables. A backward elimination procedure was performed. Variables with a p-value of $<0.05$ remained in the final model (see Table II). The interclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was assessed to give insight into the proportion of variance that was accounted for by practice level. Also, the fraction of explained variance at practice level and practitioner level was calculated.

Results

Characteristics of general practices

The response rate was 97% (59/61). Reasons for non-response of the practices remained unknown in one practice and one practice had merged recently with another practice that was not involved in the spirometry evaluation programme. In Table I we compare some characteristics of the general practices, GPs, and practice assistants involved in our study with national data from the Netherlands. Compared with the national figures, single-handed practices were relatively underrepresented and group practices overrepresented among the practices in our study.

Spirometry utilization

GPs’ spirometry utilization was normally distributed: mean 5.65 points (SD 2.47). Clustering of GPs within practices accounted for 16.8% of the total variation in GPs’ spirometry utilization (ICC = 0.168). Figure 1 shows GPs’ spirometry utilization for the five indications included in the Dutch national GP guidelines.

The indication for which the GPs reported the highest rate of spirometry utilization was “Evaluation of recently initiated treatment with inhaled steroids in COPD or asthma patients” (58%). The indication with the lowest spirometry utilization rate was “Screening of smokers on chronic respiratory disease” (22%).

Practitioner- and practice-related factors and their association with spirometry utilization

Table II shows the results of the stepwise multivariate multilevel analyses. The practitioner-related factors that were associated with GPs’ spirometry utilization were GPs’ job satisfaction ($p = 0.003$), GPs’ general interest in research ($p = 0.01$), and GPs’ participation in the spirometry training during the study ($p = 0.02$).

Practice-related factors associated with GPs’ spirometry utilization were the presence of practice nurse support ($p < 0.001$), the extent of delegation of medical tasks to practice assistants ($p = 0.003$), use

![Figure 1. GPs’ spirometry utilization for five indications that are included in the Dutch GP guidelines (n = 144*).](image-url)
of spirometry in different rooms \((p = 0.007)\) in the practice, task differentiation among GPs within the same practice \((p = 0.01)\), and the use of protocols in practice \((p = 0.01)\). The fraction of explained variance with this model was 26.3%. Furthermore, 82.9% of all variance at practice level and 14.9% of all variance at GP level was explained.

### Discussion

The results of this study indicate that GPs utilized spirometry mostly for diagnostic and monitoring purposes and seldom for screening purposes. We identified three practitioner- and five practice-related factors that were associated with the extent of spirometry utilization by GPs.

#### Table II. Results of stepwise multivariate multilevel analyses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory variable</th>
<th>Reference category</th>
<th>(\beta)</th>
<th>(p)</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Practitioner-related factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job satisfaction (subjective)</td>
<td>Point on sum score(^1)</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.070–0.323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General interest in scientific research</td>
<td>Non-participant</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.238–1.759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirometry training during the study [6]</td>
<td>Non-attender</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.116–1.651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Practice-related factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice nurse support</td>
<td>No(^2)</td>
<td>2.203</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.929–3.477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegation medical tasks – practice assistants</td>
<td>% point delegated tasks</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.015–0.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirometry used in different rooms</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1.116</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.313–1.918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task differentiation among GPs</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>–1.104</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>–1.956–0.252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of protocols in practice</td>
<td>Point on sum score(^3)</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.112–0.918</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Explanatory variables are sorted by descending \(p\)-value. Explained fraction of variance; \(R^2 = 26.3\). \(^1\)Sum score (range 0–10) of five questions (Likert scale) concerning GP’s satisfaction with available time for patients, work, continuous medical education, family, and leisure time. \(^2\)In Dutch primary care, practice nurses are professionally trained for support tasks, predominantly in chronic diseases (COPD & asthma or diabetes). They work under the supervision of a GP. They follow strict protocols for medical care and give education to patients. They do not order additional investigations. They are not allowed to refer patients. Nowadays, they are increasingly employed in multidisciplinary healthcare centres or group practices. \(^3\)Sum score (range 0–4) of five questions (yes = 1, no = 0) with regard to the presence of protocols for visiting patients admitted to hospital; separate office hours for diabetes care or cardiovascular disease; invitation system for cervical cancer screening; invitation system for annual influenza vaccination.
Variations in spirometry utilization between trained GPs

Strengths and weaknesses of the study

One of the strengths of our study was an excellent response rate of almost 100%. Furthermore, in an opportunistic setting (participants in a study on spirometry) we analysed the effect of introduction of spirometry in daily practice on GPs’ self-reported actual utilization. Through correction in the analyses for the fact that GPs were clustered in the same practices and may share one or more practice assistants, we could assess separately practitioner- and practice-related factors that were associated with spirometry utilization. Practices were all equipped with a spirometer as an integral part of the evaluation. Consequently, the absence of a spirometer was not a limiting factor with regard to the implementation of spirometry. Generally, most trained GPs seem to prefer to perform spirometry in their own practice [15]. We took into consideration all these aspects in the setting of our study.

We could explain 26.3% of all variance in GPs’ spirometry utilization, the dependent variable in our analysis. However, this subjective measure of goodness-of-fit also indicates that 73.7% of the variation could not be predicted with the current data. In particular the variance at GP level could not be explained by this model. Apparently, there are other (psychological) factors that influence utilization that have not been asked about in the questionnaires.

A weakness of the study is the external validity. We could only analyse GPs’ perception of their actual use of spirometry once equipment was available and staff had been trained in its use. Due to selective participation of GPs with a general interest in research and the fact that – compared with national data – we included a relatively small proportion of single-handed practices our findings may not fully reflect the situation in Dutch general practice as a whole. Because no national data on spirometry ownership of general practices are available for the Netherlands, we do not know to what proportion of all practices our findings apply.

From a methodological point of view we accept that objective assessment of GPs’ actual use of spirometry instead of the perception of use would have been more sophisticated. As there was an almost complete lack of studies in this area, we chose to explore spirometry utilization by GPs first by questionnaire. There have been contradictory reports as to the accuracy of physicians’ self-reported adherence to guidelines in the literature. On the one hand, questionnaires tend to have moderate to high concordance with other – less subjective – measures of adherence [16]. On the other hand, clinicians’ self-reported adherence rates may also exceed objective rates, which may result in an overestimation of adherence of up to 25% [17]. In our case, there is no reason to assume that the degree of overestimation of spirometry utilization – if indeed present – would be different for the five separate indications for spirometry from the national guidelines for GPs that were studied. One could also wonder whether a consistent overestimation would have given different results with regard to the observed associations between practitioner- and practice-related factors and spirometry utilization rates. Although we used five indications for spirometry from guidelines to assess a total sum score, we do realize that the role of spirometry in diagnostics and monitoring of asthma is still controversial in daily practice with regard to best practice.

Comparison with previous studies

Generally, from this study and other studies [1,18] spirometry seems to be underused for several indications in primary healthcare. The results of the current study indicate that GPs utilized spirometry in daily practice not only for diagnosis of respiratory diseases but also for management purposes. Specific utilization of spirometry for management purposes in primary care has been reported previously [1,18]. In line with these studies [1,18] GPs’ utilization of spirometry for screening purposes in asymptomatic smokers was very low (22%), which seems legitimate considering the current view that widespread screening of smokers for the presence of airflow obstruction cannot be recommended at this time [19].

To the best of our knowledge this is the first study that assessed by means of multivariate multilevel analyses practitioner- and practice-related factors that were associated with spirometry utilization. Presently, only one study is available to mirror our results. O’Dowd et al. [12] determined physician-related and practice-related factors that were associated with owning a spirometer and use of spirometry in the evaluation of new asthma patients. Factors associated with frequent use of spirometry among GPs were ownership of a spirometer, GPs’ belief that such testing provides data necessary for a diagnosis and, finally, a sufficient level of training to perform and interpret these tests. In our study all practices owned a spirometer but we also found an association between adequate training level to interpret tests (p = 0.02) and actual utilization of spirometry by GPs.

Possible implications for clinical practice

The extent of spirometry utilization was associated with trained GPs with a special interest in research,
with adequate resources (e.g. support staff and room space) and practices providing structured care to patients (e.g. use of protocols). To attain such an optimal situation in one’s own practice we suggest having a special practice nurse for respiratory diseases employed in a practice. Special office hours for respiratory diseases attended by this practice nurse – under the supervision of a GP – will improve the service for these patients [20,21]. Second, the autonomy of practice assistants will increase by delegation of routine tasks from the GP to the practice assistant. Increased delegation of medical tasks was associated with more successful spirometry utilization. Third, the use of protocols in practice stimulates systematic working. Fourth, continuous spirometry education and training should be facilitated to maintain standards for GPs, practice assistants, and practice nurses [18]. Training of practice staff is preferably organized by non-commercial organizations (e.g. GPs’ professional organizations).

Conclusion and future research

We conclude that trained GPs with a special interest in research, with adequate resources (support staff and room space) and in a practice providing structured care (protocols), were more likely to use spirometry in this study. If a GP lacks these conditions, it is essential to improve practice-related factors in particular (e.g. presence of a practice nurse, delegation of medical tasks to the practice assistant, and the use of protocols). This exploratory study adds to the current state of knowledge regarding the utilization of spirometry in general practice. The next step would be to verify our findings in a larger sample of all GPs in the Netherlands as well as in other countries, and preferably to measure the actual utilization of spirometry by GPs in patients with an indication for this particular lung function test.
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